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ABSTRACT

The biological properties of proteins are often
gleaned through comparative analysis of evolution-
ary relatives. Although protein structure similarity
search methods detect more distant homologs
than purely sequence-based methods, structural
resemblance can result from either homology
(common ancestry) or analogy (similarity without
common ancestry). While many existing web servers
detect structural neighbors, they do not explicitly
address the question of homology versus analogy.
Here, we present a web server named HorA
(Homology or Analogy) that identifies likely homo-
logs for a query protein structure. Unlike other ser-
vers, HorA combines sequence information from
state-of-the-art profile methods with structure infor-
mation from spatial similarity measures using an
advanced computational technique. HorA aims to
identify biologically meaningful connections rather
than purely 3D-geometric similarities. The HorA
method finds ~90% of remote homologs defined in
the manually curated database SCOP. HorA will be
especially useful for finding remote homologs that
might be overlooked by other sequence or structural
similarity search servers. The HorA server is avail-
able at http://prodata.swmed.edu/horaserver.

INTRODUCTION

Homology, or evolutionary relatedness, represents a key
concept in studying protein sequence, structure, and func-
tion. Homologs can be inferred by sequence similarity
search tools such as the popular sequence-profile compar-
ison method PSI-BLAST (1) or the more sensitive profile-
profile comparison methods COMPASS (2) and HHpred
(3). Since protein three-dimensional (3D) structure is gen-
erally more conserved in evolution than sequence (4),
structural similarity has been used to detect distant homo-
logs (5–7). However, structural similarity may arise from

factors other than descent from a common ancestor. Such
‘analogous’ similarity often comes from convergence to
similar structures due to a limited number of energetically
favorable ways to pack secondary structural elements
(SSEs) (8,9). Thus, structure-based remote homology
detection inevitably involves the challenging problem
of discriminating between homologs and analogs.
Currently, many servers are available for comparing pro-
tein structures, e.g. DALI (10), VAST (11), CE (12), SSM
(13), MATRAS (14) and 3D-BLAST (15). Although
strong structural similarity exemplified by the various
different scores of these methods [e.g. DALI Z-score
about 9 (16)] provides adequate evidence for homology,
weak similarity often requires experts’ knowledge and fur-
ther analysis.

Here, we present a web server that combines sequence
and structure information to detect remote homologs.
This server is named HorA from ‘Homology or
Analogy’ to reflect its goal: to identify remote homologs
among structurally similar proteins lacking significant
individual similarity scores (e.g. DALI Z-score �5). To
our knowledge, HorA represents the first web server
to incorporate both sequence profile and structure infor-
mation into its methodology. Previously, we used manu-
ally developed, reliable data sets of homologs (17) and
analogs (18) to train a support vector machine (SVM) to
discriminate homology from analogy (19). We improved
over this method with the following approaches: (i) using
transitive connections to identify remote homologs; (ii)
employing a new negative filter to remove structurally dis-
similar pairs; (iii) adding a positive filter incorporating a
sensitive profile search to detect sequence homologs; and
(iv) incorporating a new score standardization. The
improved method (Cheng et al., manuscript in prepara-
tion) recovered �90% of manually defined remote homo-
logs in SCOP (20). HorA implements the previously
published method as a ‘fast’ procedure and the improved
method as an ‘accurate’ procedure. We demonstrate
the usefulness of the HorA server by an EF hand query
example, where combining sequence and structural infor-
mation found biologically more meaningful similarity
(remote homology) than a structure-based method alone.
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HorA should be a useful tool for researchers interested
in the biological implications of newly solved structures
lacking close homologs.

DESCRIPTION OF THE HorA SERVER

Input

Users can upload protein structures in PDB file format or
enter PDB IDs of previously deposited protein structures.
PDB chain IDs also need to be specified if the PDB file
contains more than one chain. Since using single protein
domains frequently yields more accurate results than using
complete chains with multiple domains, users can specify
regions in the structure to be searched with residue ranges.
The database search mode requires one input PDB file
and the pairwise comparison mode requires two input
PDB files. In both database search and pairwise compar-
ison modes, users can choose either an ‘accurate’ proce-
dure, which is slow, or a ‘fast’ procedure, which is less
accurate.

Processing method

The primary goal of HorA is to find potential homologs
for a protein structure of interest. To achieve this goal,
HorA first computes various similarity measures between
the structure of interest (or query protein) and every
protein domain in a prepared database [less than 40%
sequence identity representatives in SCOP v.1.69 down-
loaded from ASTRAL (21)]. Then, a decision is made
about homology using three layers or components of the
server: a negative filter, a positive filter, and an SVM
model (Figure 1). The negative filter removes pairs lacking

global structural similarity. The positive filter uses
HHsearch probabilities (22) to identify close homologs.
The SVM model combines a number of sequence, profile,
and structure similarity measures into a single score. If a
pair’s SVM score is above a pre-defined threshold, it is
classified as homologous. For cases where the direct
SVM scores between proteins are too low to be confident
for homology, HorA also finds homology using interme-
diate proteins (see ‘Methods’ section for more details). In
addition to database search, HorA has a pairwise compar-
ison mode that provides information about the likelihood
of homology between two query proteins. The pairwise
mode uses essentially the same procedure as the database
mode.
Although the above-mentioned procedure (‘accurate’

procedure) is sensitive and accurate in identifying remote
homologs, extensive structural similarity comparisons
make it very slow. Therefore, we also provide a less accu-
rate ‘fast’ procedure that uses MAMMOTH (23) to com-
pare the query with one representative structure from
each SCOP fold. If the MAMMOTH Z-score between
the query and a representative is above 4.0 (suggested by
the authors), HorA aligns the query to every structure in
that fold by FAST (24) and calculates similarity scores.
These similarity scores are then combined by a less sophis-
ticated and less sensitive SVM model published previously
(19). The speed of the ‘fast’ procedure derives from three
main aspects: (i) using MAMMOTH to quickly reduce the
search space; (ii) employing FAST instead of DALI to
build structural alignments; and (iii) using an SVM
model that does not include modified database Z-scores
for standardization (see ‘Methods’ section, Similarity
scores and standardizations). Compared to the average
running time (24 h) of the ‘accurate’ procedure, the ‘fast’
procedure significantly speeds up the process (�150
times), reducing the average running time to 10min at
the expense of compromised sensitivity.

Running time

Currently, the average running time of the ‘accurate’
procedure is about 24 hours. The running time is propor-
tional to the size of the input protein, and some larger
queries might take more than several days to complete.
The long running time results from a need to compare
the query with all proteins in the database to standardize
scores (in both database search and pairwise comparison
modes). To avoid the long running time, users can choose
a less accurate and less sensitive ‘fast’ procedure that
usually takes less than 10min. However, queries that
belong to highly populated folds such as doubly wound
Rossmann-like or TIM-barrel may take longer (up to 1 h).

Output

The HorA server database search is designed to identify
potential homologs among existing protein structures and
facilitate further analysis of the found hits (Figure 2A).
Results are summarized in a table that contains the SCOP
classification, the component used in inferring homology
(‘hh’ for the positive filter HHsearch and ‘svm’ for the
SVM model), and the component-based score. PotentialFigure 1. Overview of the HorA server ‘accurate’ procedure.
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homologs are ordered by closeness to the query protein:
close homologs found by the positive filter using only
sequence information appear first, and remote homologs
found by the SVM model using both sequence and struc-
ture information follow. Within each category, HHsearch
probabilities or SVM scores determine ranks. However,
for close homologs whose HHsearch probabilities are
indistinguishable (i.e. >95%), the BLOSUM62 score is
used to improve ranks. Users can access additional infor-
mation such as sequence and structural alignments and

similarity scores by clicking the hit number in the table.
Users can also change the number of hits shown in the
result page by adjusting the threshold for hit display. The
pairwise comparison output of the HorA server is simi-
larly organized as the search output (Figure 2B), showing
the information between the two query proteins.

Performance

We tested the method used in the ‘accurate’ procedure on
SCOP (20) as well as on our manually prepared data sets

Figure 2. Result pages from the HorA server. (a) Result page of a database search. (b) Result page of a pairwise comparison.
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(17,18). The testing results are summarized in Table 1.
HorA detects �90% of SCOP remote homologs (domains
from different families but the same superfamily, ‘SF’ in
Table I), while keeping high accuracies on non-homologs
(�90% on manual analogs ‘MA’ and �99% on SCOP
domains from different classes, ‘RT’). Since domains
from different superfamilies but the same fold [e.g. super-
families in the TIM-barrel fold (25)] or from different folds
but the same class [e.g. Rossmann-like folds in the a/b
class (26)] may be homologous, the accuracies on ‘FD’
and ‘CL’ are not as informative as those on the other
data sets.

An example

The HorA server aims to detect evolutionarily meaningful
hits rather than geometrically similar hits for a query
structure. While overwhelming structural similarities do
indicate evolutionary relationships, weak similarities
remain problematic to interpret. In such ambiguous
cases, servers considering only structural similarity may
give misleading results. By analyzing both sequence and
structure information, HorA should identify the most bio-
logically relevant hits, as shown in the following example.
Here, the query is one of two EF-hand domains in dystro-
phin (SCOP code: d1eg3a1) (27). A typical EF-hand con-
sists of two tightly packed helix hairpins. The loop
connecting the two helices in each hairpin displays a
very characteristic conformation and binds calcium. The
query domain deviates from typical EF-hands in several
aspects: it does not bind calcium (27), the first hairpin loop
adopts an atypical conformation, and the helices stack
more parallel to one another (Figure 3, left structures).
Nevertheless, the conformation of the second hairpin
loop (marked by arrowheads in Figure 3) is largely the
same as in a typical EF-hand, one of the calcium-binding
residues (Asp187) is preserved, and the presence of a
neighboring EF-hand in the structure implies duplication
(=homology). In a search against a representative
SCOP1.69 database (sequence identity below 40%), the
first DALI hit to this query is a four-helical bundle in
the prokaryotic signal recognition protein Ffh (SCOP
code: d1ls1a1) (28). As shown in Figure 3a, all four helices
in the query align to the hit with a reasonable DALI
Z-score of 6.4. However, unlike the query, the hit lacks
the characteristic loop of the EF-hand family and is clas-
sified in a different SCOP fold. Thus, the structural

similarity between the query and the hit probably results
from convergent evolution. In other words, these two
domains are structural analogs. On the contrary, the
first HorA hit is classified in the EF-hand family (SCOP
code: d1uhna_) (29). As shown in Figure 3b, although the
first helix in the query is barely aligned to the hit, the
characteristic loop of the EF-hand family is aligned
(DALI Z-score 4.8). In this example, the top DALI hit
is a structural analog, while the top HorA hit is a remote
homolog. DALI, which is a purely geometric method,
scores the overall structural similarity between the
analog and the query higher than that of the homolog
and the query. However, because the homolog retains a

Figure 3. Comparison of the top DALI hit and the top HorA hit for an
EF-hand query. (a) Left: query domain (PDB 1eg3, A124–A209).
Right: first DALI hit (PDB 1ls1, A1–A88). According to the DALI
alignment between these two domains, structurally equivalent parts
are represented in the same color, while unaligned parts are in gray.
Coloring starts from blue (N-terminus) and ends in red (C-terminus).
(b) Left: the same query domain as in (a); Right: first HorA hit (PDB
1uhn, A118–A197). Colored as in (a).

Table 1. Performance on different data sets

MH MA FA SF FD CL RT

Total number of pairs 241 130 25 792 67 283 121 805 5 293 101 20 602 882
Accuracy (%) 96.3 90.8 98.2 92.0 27.4 89.0 99.7

SCOP1.69 domains with less than 40% sequence identity obtained from ASTRAL (21) are paired in an all-on-all fashion. These pairs are parsed into
five subsets: FA (two domains are in the same SCOP family), SF (two domains are from different families but same superfamily), FD (two domains
are from different superfamilies but same fold), CL (from different folds but same class) and RT (from different classes). Manual homologs (MH)
(17) and manual analogs (MA) (18) are manually prepared data sets. Domain pairs in MH, FA and SF are labeled as ‘homologs’, while pairs in MA,
FD, CL and RT are labeled as ‘non-homologs’. Therefore, in calculating accuracies, classifying a MH, FA, or SF pair to be homologous is regarded
as a ‘correct’ classification, while classifying a MA, FD, CL or RT pair to be homologous is regarded as a ‘wrong’ classification. The accuracy equals
the number of ‘correct’ classifications divided by the total number of pairs in that data set. 3000 SF and 3000 FD pairs were used in training the
SVM model (see ‘Methods’ section, SVM model).
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more similar sequence conservation pattern to the query
and HorA considers not only structural similarity but also
sequence profile similarity, HorA correctly picks the
homolog as the first hit.

CONCLUSIONS

We present a new web server that finds remote homologs
of a query protein structure or quantifies the likelihood
of homology between two query protein structures. In
addition to decisions about homology, the HorA server
provides helpful sequence and structural similarity scores
and alignments for further analysis. As demonstrated by
the EF-hand domain example, HorA is able to identify
biologically meaningful protein as the first hit in contrast
to commonly used structural similarity search methods
based solely on geometry.

METHODS

The method used in the ‘accurate’ procedure is
described below. For method used in the ‘fast’ procedure,
see Cheng et al. (19).

Similarity scores and standardizations

For a pair of protein structures, 26 sequence and structure
scores (13 similarity scores times two different standard-
ization schemes) are calculated. The 13 similarity scores
come from four categories: pairwise sequence scores
(sequence identity and BLOSUM score), profile sequence
scores (COMPASS-like and Pearson’s correlation
coefficient), intra-molecular structure scores (DALI
score, DALI Z-score, LiveBench contact score A and
LiveBench contact score B) and inter-molecular structure
scores (TM score, RMSD, GDT_TS, Alignment-based
Hausdorff measure and loop-based Hausdorff measure).
See Cheng et al. (19) for equations and references of
these scores. All scores are calculated based on the struc-
tural alignment between a pair of domains. The structural
alignments are most often from DALI. However, FAST
or TM-align alignments substitute in cases where DALI
fails.
The sequence and structure scores are standardized in

two different schemes: pair-specific scaling and modified
database Z-scores, producing 26 scores in total. The two
standardization schemes are conceptually complementary:
scaled scores only consider a specific pair, while modified
Z-scores take the information of the whole database
into consideration. In scaling, S=(S12 – Srandom)/(Sself –
Srandom), where S is the scaled score. S12 is the raw score
calculated from the structural alignment between domain
1 and domain 2. Srandom is the random score generated by
circularly permuting domain 1 relative to domain 2. Sself is
the average of the two self scores S11 and S22, which are
calculated from domain 1 aligned to itself and domain
2 aligned to itself, respectively. In the modified Z-score
standardization, Z=(S12 – M12)/STD12, where Z is the
modified Z-score. S12 is the raw score between domains
1 and 2. M12= (M1+M2)/2, where M1 is the mean of the
score distribution generated by comparing domain 1 to

every domain in the database, and M2 is the mean for
domain 2. STD12 ¼

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
ðVAR1 þ VAR2Þ=2

p
, where VAR1 is

the variance of the score distribution generated by com-
paring domain 1 to every domain in the database, and
VAR2 is the variance for domain 2. Z is transformed by
1/(1+ e–Z) to make it between 0 and 1 (e is the base of the
natural logarithm).

Negative filter

If two domains share global structural similarity, their
aligned regions usually have many long-range contacts,
and their similarity tends to be consistently captured by
different structure comparison programs. Based on these
observations, we design the negative filter as a function of
two numbers: a long-range contact c and an agreement
between structural aligners a. Contact c measures the
number of long-range contacts contained within a struc-
tural alignment. Suppose residues Ai and Aj in domain
A are aligned to residues Bi and Bj in domain B, respec-
tively. If Ai and Aj (and Bi and Bj) are separated by at
least 10 amino acids in primary sequence and are within
14 Å in the 3D structure, we consider that there is one
long-range contact. By scanning all possible residue
pairs in the aligned region, we sum up the total contact
number c. Agreement a measures to what extent the align-
ments generated by different programs [DALI (30),
TM-align (31) and FAST (24)] agree with one another.
We calculate the agreement between every pair of pro-
grams by counting the number of residues identically
aligned by the two aligners. Then we take the maximum
of the resulting three agreement numbers, and divide it by
the shorter one of the two domains’ lengths. We optimize
the negative filter so that it filters out as many structurally
dissimilar pairs as possible while keeping as many similar
pairs as possible. Cheng et al. (32) contains a more
detailed description of the negative filter idea.

Positive filter

The positive filter is designed to detect homologs with
sequence information alone. Although structures are gen-
erally more conserved than sequences, sometimes
sequences can be more helpful than structures in homol-
ogy detection, e.g. large conformational changes may
occur upon ligand binding. We use HHsearch (22) as the
positive filter. Specifically, a pair is classified as homolo-
gous if its HHsearch score is above a conservative thresh-
old (HHsearch probability 0.9).

SVM model

We use SVMlight (version 6.01, downloaded from
http://svmlight.joachims.org/) to discriminate homology
and analogy. Following Hsu et al. (33), we use the radial
basis function (RBF) kernel and carry out a ‘grid search’
to optimize parameters C and g. The SVM model is
trained to discriminate remote homologs and structural
analogs. The training set consists of 3000 domain pairs
from different SCOP families but the same superfamily
as remote homologs and 3000 domain pairs from different
superfamilies but the same fold as structural analogs.
These pairs are selected from a data set that has one
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representative for every SCOP family in the four major
classes (all a, all b, a/b, and a+ b). In preparing the
analog set, we try not to include putative homologs by
avoiding pairs that belong to those folds whose super-
families are known to be homologous, e.g. TIM-barrel
(25), and pairs that are classified as homologous by the
best linear classifier trained on the manual data sets as
described in the previous publication (32). The SVM
model combines the 26 input scores (see ‘Similarity
scores and standardizations’ section) into a single predic-
tion score. The default prediction score threshold in SVM
classification is zero, i.e. a pair is classified as homologous
if its SVM score is above zero or analogous if its score is
below zero. We empirically chose a more conservative
threshold of 0.4 to balance the classifier’s performance
on homologous and non-homologous sets. Specifically,
domains within the same SCOP superfamily should be
classified as homologs, while domains from different
SCOP classes (e.g. all alpha versus all beta) should be
classified as non-homologs. At the same time, the manu-
ally constructed, reliable data sets of homologs (17) and
analogs (18) should be classified with high accuracy.

Transitivity with intermediates

Two domains A and B can be directly linked (classified as
homologous) if the SVM score between them is above the
pre-defined threshold. Additionally, A and B can be linked
through an intermediate domain C if the SVM scores
between A and C and between B and C are both above
the threshold. Due to the extensive computing time asso-
ciated with considering more intermediates, we limit the
server to a single intermediate. Transitivity is also used in
the positive filter.
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